Single Image Dehazing Based on Deep Neural Network
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Abstract—This paper proposes a single image dehazing based on deep neural network that is to deal with haze image. In this paper, we build up a deep neural network to restore the hazy image. We test our method both objective and subjective and compare with classical method for dehazing. Our test shows that our method works better than the others in reducing Halo effect and also our method does well in restore colorful of input image. Finally, our method process faster.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Outdoor images taken in bad weather usually had loses contrast and becomes blur which is resulting from the fact that light is absorbed and scattered by the turbid medium such as particles and water droplets in the atmosphere during the process of propagation [1]. These hazy image become useless in detection or finding some interesting information. Using dehazig method can restore the hazy image and get more detail so that more interesting information shows in the restored image. It does make sense to do research in image dehazing.

Image dehazing can be divvied into two kinds that one is based on traditional image processing method such as the enhancement of histogram[2,3], and Retinex[4]. However, this kind doesn’t care about how the haze comes so that the result always loses a lot of information or cannot remove haze clearly. And the other kind is based on atmospheric scattering model that concerned about how the haze occurs in the image and then estimate the parameters for the model to dehazing. Tan [5] maximum the local contrast of the image based on Markov Random Field (MRF) to gain clear image, but the image is always over-saturated. Fattal[6] is based on Independent Component Analysis to remove haze, but they failed while the haze is dense. With a large number set of statics, He et al. [7,8] propose dark channel prior (DCP) that in the non-sky area, at least one color channel has some pixels whose intensities are very low and trend to zero. They make a big progress in haze removal because this approach is simple and effective. However, they may fail when image has large area of sky or white scene. Guided filtering is proposed[9,10] to improve the dark channel later. Tarel et al. [11] make an approach which is based on the median filter, but this approach cannot handle the edge of the image. Zhu et al.[12] assume that the relationship between transmission and brightness and contrast is linear, but this model is not so clear.

In this paper, we propose a new method to dehazing that based on deep neural network. We using a lot of clear image and its real depth map the feed our network so that it can describe the relationship between input image and its depth map correctly. As the result, our dehzing result becomes better and faster.

II. DEHAZING METHOD

A. Atmospheric Scattering Model

Atmospheric scattering model [13] is wildly used in dehazing and it can be described as question (1)(2) shown:

$$I(x) = J(x)t(x) + A(1-t(x))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
\[ t(x) = e^{-\beta d(x)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where \( I(x) \) is input image with haze; \( J(x) \) is output image what we wanted; \( t(x) \) is transmission map; \( A \) is global air light; \( d(x) \) is depth map; \( \beta \) is coefficient which can be described as constant. There are three unknown variables in equation so that we cannot solve the model unless we estimate transmission map and global air light. In this paper, we try to estimate transmission map from depth map, and estimate the rest coefficient for our dehazing method.

From equation (1)(2), we know that depth map play an import role in dehazing method. Narasimhan \[^{14}\] points that \( \beta \) can be described as constant in the same environment so we can try to estimate transmission map by depth map. From discussion above, we can restore hazy image if we know depth map and air light.

\section*{B. Depth Map Estimating Based on Deep Neural Network}

We can use two deep neural network to estimate depth map based on Davied Eigen’ work. One is to estimate raw depth map and the other is to refine it. The structure of our neural network is shown in Fig.1. We do some improvement based on Davied’s work.

As shown in Fig.1, we firstly build up a deep neural network to estimate raw depth map and it consist of seven layers. Input image is sent to first convolutional layers and then do max pooling for it. We do out the result to two convolutional layers later. In order to fit any size of the input image, we do spatial pyramid pooling (SPP)net for the result and the do two times of fully connect.

We ever try to use raw depth map to restore hazy image, but it does a bad work. We should build up another network to refine the raw depth map. Our refine network is shown in Fig.1. We firstly feed input image in convolutional layers and SPP net to fit the output size of the raw depth map. This result and the raw depth map as input for rest layers. We feed them in a convolutional layers and fully connection layers so that to refine the depth map.

\section*{C. Training Details}

The last layer is need linear regression so we use linear active function at the last layers. However, active function of the other layer should do some preprocess. In the programming, always make transformation for the input image so that all of the value is between 0 and 1. From discussion above, it seems that Sigmoid function is a good choice, but it will easily cause gradient disappearance; Relu has good performance is positive axis and has sparsity in negative axis. Based on analysis above, we cut down the RuLu while the input is larger than 1. Sigmoid , ReLu and our active function is shown in Fig.2.

\[ D(y, y^*) = \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\log y_i^* - \log y_i + \alpha(y, y^*))^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where \( y \) and \( y^* \) respectively are training data and its predicted data and in our paper it mean the real depth map and the predict depth map. The \( \alpha(y, y^*) \) is described as equation(4)

\[ \alpha(y, y^*) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_i (\log y_i^* - \log y_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

We build up the loss function what we required and it is shown in equation (5)

\[ L(y, y^*) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_i D_i^2 - \frac{\lambda}{n^2} (\sum_i D_i)^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where \( \lambda \) is set to 0.5.

\section*{D. Estimate Air Light}

We try to reformat the equation (1) and it is shown as equation (6):

\[ J(x) = \frac{I(x) - A}{t(x)} + A \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)
We have estimated transmission map and now need to estimate the air light. Air light can be considered as constant in the same environment, such as Ancuti compare the input image and its semi-inverse image in CIE color space and mark some special points and then choose the brightest as air light; He et al. mark the top brightest 0.1% in the dark channel and then pick the brightest in input image. Another researcher considers the air light is not constant in the same environment, such as Yang Xun using linear interpolation to estimate air light in the direction of attenuation of illumination.

We do preprocessing to the input image so that the estimate value of air light would be exactly. In this paper, we consider air light is a constant and that can be obtained from the input image. In the image, the white color is getting close to 1 and if we choose the brightest pixel directly from the input image, we can almost get a very value that is close to 1. We first set a threshold to remove the high value and get the highest value in the processed image. The step of our method is shown in Fig.3. We remove the value which is higher than the threshold in each R, G, B channel and then combine them. After doing this preprocessing, the top highest value would be removed. We choose the top 0.1% highest value from the processed image and compute the average as air light.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS

#### A. Prepare Training Data

In this paper, we use natural hazy image and some synthetic image to train our model and as the result our method can get more suitable for dehazing. Expanding the training data can lead our method to have more generalization ability. The natural image, we get from the open source and token image by ourselves.

Synthetic hazy image can consider as the inverse processing of dehazing, so we need clear image and its depth map to estimate hazy image. Saxena et al. has built up a large database that includes a large number of clear image and its real depth map. The database is widely used in research. They use professional device to get the depth map so that it is exactly precision and also this database is suitable for synthetic hazy image. The step to synthetic hazy image is shown in Fig.4.

From equation (1), we know that when \( I(x) = A, t \to 0 \). It means that air light is very close to the pixel value when transmission value is very small and close to 0. As the result, we can choose the value as air light where the depth value is highest.

#### B. Experimental Result

Using the model that we have trained before to estimate depth map and air light and then put them into equation (6) to get clear image. We compare with He’s method and Tarel’s method objectively and subjectively. Our test environment is in Ubuntu 14.04 operating system with Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10GHz x16 and GTX TIAN X. We use Tensorflow and Matlab2014Ra to do simulation.

#### C. Qualitative Analysis

Having done a large number of tests, we select three of them to show in this paper. Fig.5, 6 and 7 is our test result with Tarel’s method, He’s method and our method. It is obvious that all of them do efficiency in dehazing. Our statistics shows that Tarel’s method cannot remove the hazy thoroughly and it seems some haze remains in the output image; He’s image do better than Tarel’s method but it fail in color restoration. The output image will be dark in He’s method. Our method does better than the other method subjectively. Our method performs better in haze removal and color restoration and also our method can show more details in the output image.
D. Quantitative Analysis

Firstly, we use MSE assessment to compare the three method in this paper, and the MSE is as equation (7) shown.

\[
MSE = \frac{\sum_{y=0}^{M-1} \sum_{x=0}^{N-1} (f_{ij} - f'_{ij})^2}{M \times N}
\]

where \( f_{ij} \) is input image, \( f'_{ij} \) is the output image, \( M \) and \( N \) is the numbers of \( x \) and \( y \) axis. The smaller of this value, the better of the output image.

We also use Hu Zi'ang's\(^{16}\) assessment to evaluate the methods and this assessment is shown in equation (8)

\[
Q = \frac{S \times Hist}{e^{-L}}
\]

Where \( Hist \) is histogram similarity function and when \( Hist \) is closed to 1, it is better.; \( L \) is edge intensity function which is using Canny to gain and the bigger of \( L \), the better; \( S \) structure similarity function: the bigger of Q the better integratively. We the get two table is shown in Table I and II for Fig.5, 6, 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I.</th>
<th>MSE FOR EACH METHOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test image</td>
<td>Tarel's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig 5.</td>
<td>0.412 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig 6.</td>
<td>0.618 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig 7.</td>
<td>0.109 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II.</th>
<th>COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test image</td>
<td>Tarel's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig 5.</td>
<td>0.455 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig 6.</td>
<td>0.237 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig 7.</td>
<td>2.541 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From table I, it is easily to find that Tarel’s method always has the highest value of MSEand that means Tarel’s method performs worse than others. Our score of MES is smaller in Fig. 5 and 6 while is bigger in Fig. 7. However, our score in Fig. 7 is almost the same as He’ method. In conclusion, it can consider that our method performs better than other’s in MSE. From table 1, it is easily to find that Tarel’s method always performs worse than other’s. Our method has better than others, sometimes it is as same as He’s method.

Based on the analysis above, it can consider that our method is better than the two others and it is the same as which we analysis subjectively.

E. Running time

If a method cannot process in real time, we cannot apply it in product. We chose different size of picture to run these three method. We run these three method 20 times and get the average shown in table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image size</th>
<th>Tarel’s</th>
<th>He’s</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400×600</td>
<td>0.9682</td>
<td>0.793 2</td>
<td>0.321 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>479×640</td>
<td>1.1363</td>
<td>1.041 0</td>
<td>0.445 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>768×1024</td>
<td>3.0295</td>
<td>2.601 9</td>
<td>0.930 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461×2560</td>
<td>13.519</td>
<td>12.148</td>
<td>1.7567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the image size become larger and larger, the running time of our method doesn’t change very much but the others become slower and slower. That is because our method need just need to initial the model. Our method can process in real time.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this method, we propose a single image dehazing based on deep neural network that is to deal with haze image which token under the bad weather. We pay much time in training the model that is for getting the depth map of input image. As a result, when we applicate our method is almost just need to initial the model that we have trained. The weight of our neural network that come from a real natural image and its depth, so that it can do good at getting depth map. Our method can do good in color restoration and dehzing.
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